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Collateral Damage? 

In recent weeks the Ministry of Health (MOH) has acknowledged a third death due to the 

Pfizer/Comirnaty mRNA vaccine.  At the same time, the mainstream media continues to 

report high numbers of deaths with Covid.   

We have been advised that deaths temporally associated with the vaccine cannot be accepted 

as a Vaccine Death until all other causes are excluded.  However, there appears to be no 

problem with counting deaths with Covid instead of from Covid infection. Were all other 

causes excluded in these deaths? Can it be stated categorically that these people died because 

of the virus?    

While the wording around with and from is being carefully used in the media, the message 

remains:  be afraid of the deadly Covid virus but do not be afraid of the safe and effective 

Covid vaccine.   

The Ministry of Health (MoH) cannot have it both ways.  Either all deaths temporally 

associated with Covid and temporally associated with the Covid vaccines are counted or only 

those that have been proven to be from Covid or from the vaccine are counted. 

For some months, New Zealand Doctors Speaking Out with Science (NZDSOS) has been 

writing to Medsafe and directly to the government about the deaths of hundreds of people 

temporally related to the Covid vaccinations.  

These letters and our concerns have been ignored or suppressed. Given these reports of 

deaths, the fact that the Pfizer Comirnaty injection is a novel therapy and under Provisional 

Consent, NZDSOS contends that there is a significant public health and safety issue that this 

government is entirely ignoring.  

NZDSOS firmly stands in its position to halt the vaccine rollout for young people until 

further investigation is complete. "There is absolutely no long-term data on how this injection 

affects the physiology of young people, including their physical and mental development. 

The three deaths directly related to this so-called vaccine are three deaths too many for a 

disease that is easily treated, especially in the age group of those that died (teens, mid-

twenties, early fifties), Digital Media Director for NZDSOS, Dr Cindy De Villiers said.  



 
 

"NZDSOS requests that an open, collaborative risk-benefit analysis process be set up for all 

demographics. Young people, in particular, are rarely severely affected by COVID-19 and 

increasing evidence suggests that effects from the vaccine, such as myocarditis are more 

common following the vaccine than following Covid infection. Since the vaccine does not 

prevent transmission, the risks of heart disease or other adverse effects far outweigh any 

benefits to young people in particular, and to the community in general".  

Concerningly, Dr Paul Offit, Director of the Vaccine Education Centre at the Children’s 

Hospital of Philadelphia, and a strong advocate of the mRNA injections has stated that 

boosters may pose a risk of "original antigenic sin" in all age groups. This has physiological 

parallels with the phenomenon of antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), also known as 

pathogenic priming or vaccine-associated enhanced disease (VAED). ADE and VAED 

describe the risk of enhanced severe disease in those who are vaccinated and who 

subsequently contract the infection they were vaccinated against. 

NZDSOS calls on the New Zealand Government to be honest with its citizens about the 

numbers of deaths with / from Covid, as well as advising exactly what steps are being taken 

to determine whether deaths that are temporally related to the Covid Vaccine are caused by 

the vaccine.  The MoH cannot have it both ways. Furthermore, we are concerned that those 

suffering with severe Covid may have succumbed to VAED.  We would like an explanation 

of how deaths from Covid in a vaccinated person are being assessed and whether VAED is 

being considered.   

Thus, NZDSOS calls on the New Zealand Government to immediately halt the vaccine 

rollout.  If not for everyone, then at least for young people. Encouraging young people to 'do 

the right thing' and keep COVID-19 'out of your whare', when not only by the MoH's own 

admission, the vaccines do not keep Covid-19 'out of your whare', the risks far outweigh any 

benefits.  Accepting harms and deaths in young people as collateral damage is beyond 

abhorrent for any thinking person and it defies the Hippocratic Oath. 

 
 


